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Haskell Matheny, ASID
Sheila Stubbs

Haskell Interiors
85 1st St. NE
Cleveland, TN 37311
423.472.6409
SPECIAL FEATURES

Glass backsplash, coffee
and tea bar under stairs,
custom breakfast hutch

Historic Gem

DIMENSIONS

19’ x 12’

90

S i g n at u r e K i t c h e n s & b at h s

■

w i n t e r

2 0 1 4 - 2 0 1 5

PRODUCTS USED

Cabinetry: Kabinart Arts

& Crafts style in Aspen
White
Flooring: Wood
Countertops: LG natural
quartz in Snow Storm
Sink(s): Lenova
Faucet(s): Belle Foret
Cooktop: KitchenAid
Oven: KitchenAid
Refrigerator: KitchenAid
Dishwasher: KitchenAid
Microwave: Sharp drawer
Lighting: Cyan
Backsplash: Glazzio
Versaille Smokey Road
Hardware: Atlas Schaub
Coffee Maker: Miele

member of

Sen Design Group

PHOTOGRAPHER: carrie Workman

These worldly homeowners love returning home and
relaxing in their own historic cottage, but they were tired
of the limitations of its original design. When designer
Haskell Matheny, ASID, first saw this outdated kitchen,
it consisted of one small section of cabinetry, a refrigerator
and stove on a separate wall, and not much else. The
couples’ requirements were simple yet daunting: create a
fully functional kitchen with an eat-in area for four, lots
of storage, top-of-the-line appliances, and their unique
ascetic—all within the original footprint.
To break up the workflow in such a small place, Matheny
used the new table as the center point for this revamped
space. This addition provides eat-in seating, serving space,
and extra counter space. Once the table was in place, the
layout consisted of an efficient U-shaped workspace with a
custom buffet storage and display at the opposite end of the
kitchen. Matheny utilized space under the
staircase to create a built-in coffee and tea
center complete with storage.
As for style, Matheny chose a classic
combination of white, gray, and silver.
This created an elegant, sophisticated
background and allowed all the clients’
colorful and eclectic possessions to take
center stage. Learn more about this designer
at www.haskellinteriors.com. «

